Fangruida:21st century, the rapid development of science and technology technology. For sophisticated technology invented technology development projects and major projects are as follows: 
   Technical Project Name / / technical secrets "Technical dense strictly confidential" commercial price / value transfer value (dollars total)  R&D technique  projects.{contact:  huanglei/Fangruida /ruida-fang//   fangda337svb125@gmail.com,.jacklme@yahoo.com Desalination is desalination unit. Energy 500000000 dollars. / / 50000000 

 2. Family home robot service robot. 30000000dollars / / 6000000 

 3. Vbs human long-term micronutrient supplementation. 5000000dollars / / 700 

 4. Durable construction thermostat housing / household energy building lightweight, energy-saving, multi-purpose, durable, low cost, new construction housing, structures, materials and other novel, not the usual simple activities room. 8000000dollars. Energy / / 60000000 

 5. Electric aircraft using a special technique, power transmitters and other equipment, high-tech, mechanical and electrical integration. 780000000dollars. / / 90000000 Energy 

 6. High sensitivity dimensional seismic exploration to the Police forecasting instrument (Tsunami Monitoring System) integrated to the Police earthquake forecasting, 500000000dollars. / / 70000000 

 7. Multi-energy transmitter / super battery new line super battery and energy storage section of the device. 15000000000dollars. / / 2500000000 << New Energy major technology projects, major inventions, international patent class technology "" 

 8. Mobile educational games available from the general education learning game 5000000dollars. / / 30000000 

 9. Space spacecraft spaceship chain of multi-body, single release space robots, super new designs 80000000dollars. / / 1500000000 




 10. Life physique integrated detector medical devices. 15000000dollars. / / 70000000 

  11. Portable Health induction machine. Medical devices, external interface. 60000000dollars. / / 50000000 

  12. Cancer blood test instrument medical devices. 90000000dollars. / / 35000000 

 13. TB diagnostic medical devices. 50000000dollars. / / 30000000 

  14. Marine monitoring ph sensor. Marine environmental testing, monitoring 7000000dollars. / / 25000000 

   15. Early detection of Alzheimer's disease analyzers medical equipment 65000000dollars. / / 350000000 


 These techniques are among the world's major patent class technology projects, provide project technical design drawings patent application patent drawings principle structure, documentation, etc., including the structure, construction diagrams, schematics, mechanical drawings, installation drawings, circuit diagrams ( general circuit diagram and special), etc., detailing another. British and French multilingual controls. Including diagrams or illustrations. Involving technical and commercial secrets, please parties strictly confidential. Such technological invention can apply for patents in multiple countries, I hope interested in sophisticated technology research and development companies and manufacturers around the world merchant powerful companies, or the transfer of technology. Form of commercial value / technology transfer fee (denominated in dollars, the reference price, the specific negotiable price) technical security classification, confidential. Technology transfer after signing the transferee to the transferor required to pay the entry fee 3000000-5000000 technology dollars, 15% -30% margin. 
  Would welcome further contact, drawing techniques can be sent via email or airmail. Contact e-mail: jacklme@yahoo.com,banxin123@gmail.com,
  Address:  Geneva,usa - newyork,shanghai pudong.... { New  technique  research  co//  s.d&h.t   co,ltd    ,     msd    research  institute}Adress:geneva/newyork/  paris/shanghai  ,etc..AIDS pathology, mechanisms of tumor-derived genes nerve reflex arc superconducting role in the drug treatment of difficult diseases, the biological model and mechanism of natural language and mathematical language, AIDS, cancer treatment equipment, new drug development and chemical structure modificationincluding basic medicine, clinical medicine, medical equipment, new drugs developed. Biomedical engineering. Gene sub-b-16 the Immune 1/1 thirty-four 150 million yuan (biochemical drugs).and Super spin vector field - field, the super spin spin move, time and space down shear easy to model, Jupiter center distance theory, forward modeling and inversion of the cosmic evolution of the structure and nature of the universe, the cosmic astral melon debate pole theory, the big bang and super-spin subphysical cosmology, astronomy the launch arc superconducting role of natural language and mathematical language pattern recognition, brain biological control, thinking and imagination the brain similar gene photon radiation musical acoustics in the cerebral cortex induced resonance area studies and simulationstest, the development of the nervous system cells and gene research, als disease clinical pathology studies and biochemical markers in the differential diagnosis of brain gene sensing, and biomimetic research. Nervous system drug research and development. << Neurology, physiology >>.

New technologies and research and development projects, welcomed the strength of the global manufacturers of high-end R & D institutions or individual investors, cooperation, technology transfer, venture capital, profit sharing, generous rewards.













